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Wednesday, March 5 of 2014

APPARITION OF CHRIST JESUS IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF FIGUEIRA, MINAS GERAIS, BRAZIL,
TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN, DURING THE 8th MARATHON OF
DIVINE MERCY

Most Holy Heart of Christ,
convert our hearts
into sacred flames of Your Divine Mercy,
so that Your Countenance may envelop the great human heart.
 
May the coming descent of Your Celestial Glory
redeem all consciousnesses,
in honor and in glory to the Celestial Father.
 
Amen.

Through this Message, I have left you a powerful key of conversion, as I also gave you the
Orandium of the Passion and of the Transfiguration.

They are important keys for redemption in these times. One who truly and honestly uses them will
be transformed and will not recognize themselves from the past, but rather in the eternal present of
My Heart.

Let hearts be gladdened on this afternoon and never tire of searching for Me.

My Ears hear all your prayers. I Am your merciful Shepherd and you are My sheep that must go
toward My Stable, toward the Temple of My Heart. In that place, nothing will cause you to be
afraid and you will not fear anything because you will be in My Love and in My Mercy.

I say goodbye, blessing the sacred elements, which you can bring up here to My Presence.

Communion unifies the Cosmos and the Earth, a perfect unity between souls and God. Those who
commune with My Heart are unified with the universe and, at the end of times, will recognize the
visible signs that I will bring on My Return.

I thank you.

Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón:

Today we had a genetic experience with Christ, and we will explain what that genetic experience is
about that He carried out with each one of us.

When He appeared, He came as the Sacred and Glorified Heart of Jesus. At one moment in the
Apparition, He showed that He carried a symbol in His Hands. 

At first, we didn't understand what it was He wanted to transmit to us, but He simply asked us to
observe so that we could share it with you.
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He always opens His Arms when He appears to welcome us, to receive us, radiating a gesture of
love and of fellowship for us.

But when He opened His Arms, in the palm of His right Hand there were five drops of Blood,
the Blood He had spilled in the Passion. And we were not quite sure how it happened, but when He
showed those five drops of Blood, He was converted into a spring of precious Blood and a strong
ray of blood-colored light began to pierce our physical being, our soul, our bodies. 

After a moment, everything became blank and we only felt His Consciousness present.

In a matter of seconds, Christ took us to the moment of His Passion and to some culminating
moments that He lived. For example, He took us to the moment when He was flagellated and spilled
His Blood, and He showed us our Mother Mary gathering up that precious Blood.

When He received the crown of thorns was another moment He carried us to, what He felt and what
God accomplished through that sacrifice He offered.

And He also showed us the moment of the Cross in a different way from what we have known in the
history of humanity, because today, Christ proposed to truly show us what happened when He died
on the Cross.

He asked us to become attuned, that we meditate on His Blood, because He told us that He was
dealing with various aspects during His Passion. For this reason, He asked that we concentrate
specifically on the power of His Blood.

At a certain point, we asked Him why He wanted to transmit this to us at this time. Because the
power of His Blood, He said, will prepare the return of the Savior to the Earth.

The practice of concentrating on the Blood of Jesus, in the visualization of that precious Blood, as
He calls it, can reveal to our lives and our spirits many powers that He calls divine powers,
celestial powers.

After He led us through those moments of His Passion, we saw ourselves as a group, submerged in
that story of the Passion of Jesus, to the point where He showed us the different look we had in that
time, what we looked like physically, what clothes we wore, and what role each one of us fulfilled in
that moment of the Passion of Jesus.

So, in light of all these things, we asked Him why He was doing all this, at that moment, and He did
not respond, He was in silence, and then said: I will reveal it in the Message.

What was most important was the experience Christ transmitted to us so that we could understand
the power of His Blood, because He needs us to adore and contemplate his Blood in a spiritual way.
That is how He requested it of us on this day, because He said that the one who allies themselves
with that precious Blood could resolve and heal many irreparable things.

So today we faced a significant spiritual experience for each one of us, which came directly from
the Heart of the Master.

Friar Elías reads the Message of Christ Jesus of March 5, 2014.

https://www.mensajerosdivinos.org/en/mensaje-de-cristo/wednesday-march-5-2014
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At that moment, the Master begins to transmit the Devotional to the Powerful Blood of Jesus as part
of the Message.

And at the end, He said to us:

Meditate on what I gave you today. They are secret keys of My Transfiguration.

Under the Power of God, be blessed.

Thank you for walking at My side!

Christ Jesus

Mother María Shimani:

While the Friar was reading, I was remembering that both Christ and our Divine Mother told us
that for this new cycle in this year, They were going to reveal new celestial mysteries to us, a lot of
Christic information that humanity needs to know to be able to face this purification we are
beginning to experience, this apocalypse that we have been expecting for so long.

So all these gifts and these Graces from Heaven are coming so that any person on Earth can be
saved.

Let us be with this reflection in our heart, and today, before sleeping, let us give many thanks with
our consciousness. Gratitude is one of the shortest paths for reaching God.

Thank you, God, for all that You give us!

Thank you all who accompanied us today.

https://www.mensajerosdivinos.org/en/ejercicios-espirituales/devotional-powerful-blood-jesus

